To all bidders of the CATS+ TORFP – J05B4400008
MTA – WEB Sites System Operation, Maintenance, and Support

This Addendum is being issued to amend, and answer questions regarding the above referenced TORFP. All information contained herein is binding on all offerors who respond to this TORFP.

1. **Questions & Answers**

Q1.  Is there a current incumbent currently performing these tasks? If yes, what is the company name?
A1. Yes. This work is being performed by ACS State and Local Solutions a re-compete of CATS I Contract J02P6200018

Q2. Does the attached TORFP cover the work that Mahender currently performs or will his work be continued under a separate task order?
A2. This contract is a complete re-compete of the existing contract. The work will not be continued under a separate task order.

**End of Addendum #1**